


Welcome and Introduction 
Meet the ELD team

Julie Harris
Director of  Student 

Services

Lindsay Lauzon
ELD Coordinator

Monica Malmquist
K-5 ELD Specialist

Lynne Henderson
6th - 8th  ELD 
Instructional 

Specialist
         
             Rachel Hudson
      6th-8th ELD Teacher



Introductions

● Introduce yourself - 

○ Hi my name is _____________________ and I am in _____ 

grade at __________________ school.

● Introduce your family

○ This is my _________________ (father, mother, 

aunt/uncle, sister/brother) 



Amanda Gorman - The Hill We Climb 

“...We are striving to forge a union with purpose
To compose a country committed to all cultures, colors, characters and

conditions of man
And so we lift our gazes not to what stands between us

but what stands before us
We close the divide because we know, to put our future first,

we must first put our differences aside
We lay down our arms

so we can reach out our arms
to one another.”

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2021/01/20/amanda-gorman-poet-laureate-inauguration/


What is DELAC?  Why are you here?

D:  District
E: English
L: Language
A: Advisory
C: Committee



LCAP Quiz

●  What does LCAP stand for?
A:  live clean and prosper?
B:  local control accountability plan
C: a type of hat

●  Who contributes to the plan?
A:  student
B:  families
C: teachers
D: community members
E:  all of the above



LCAP - What is it?  
L - local

C- Control

A - Accountability 

P - Plan

From the CDE:  The LCAP is a tool for local educational agencies to set goals, plan 
actions, and leverage resources to meet those goals to improve student outcomes for 
all kids and for specific subgroups.



What is in the LCAP for English Language 
Learners?

★ Classroom teachers - provide “integrated” ELD supports.  This might look like 
visuals, front loading content, and academic vocabulary support

★ ELD teachers - ELD teachers provide “designated ELD” individually or in groups 
with a focus on oral and written language strategies and practice

★ Monitoring assessments - ensure that all English Language Learners are making 
progress on their language acquisition via the ELPAC to reach ELL proficiency 
and get reclassification as FEP (fully english proficient)



Your input is important!

What things do your classroom teachers or 
schools do to help you learn English?  

You can say it out loud or put it in the  chat.



What other ideas do you have 
for your teachers or schools 

to help you with learning English? 

You can say it out loud or put it in the chat.



What is in the LCAP for English Language 
Learners?

★ Classroom teachers - provide “integrated” ELD supports.  This might look like 
visuals, front loading content, and academic vocabulary support

★ ELD teachers - ELD teachers provide “designated ELD” individually or in groups 
with a focus on oral and written language strategies and practice

★ Monitoring assessments - ensure that all English Language Learners are making 
progress on their language acquisition via the ELPAC to reach ELL proficiency 
and get reclassification as FEP (fully english proficient)



Monitoring Assessments
ELPAC Summative Assessments - Coming soon!

● Annual State assessment to determine student progress in 
doing in reading, writing and speaking English

● Coming in Spring 
● Computer based one-on-one test





Next DELAC Meeting

● Monday, March 1st, 2021

● End of year meeting?



Unmute & Say 
Goodbye in a 
language of 
your choice




